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THE DNA 
OF THE 
GROUP

24ORE 
SYSTEM

The 24ORE Group is the leading Italian publishing group specializing in 
economics, finance and professional publications.
Born around the newspaper, the Group is today a point of reference at European 
level for the Italian productive sector.
Its products and services are fundamental tools for information and updating for 
entrepreneurs, managers and professionals.

24ORE System is the advertising agency of the 24ORE Group and a selected 
group of third-party publishers, both in the Italian and international markets. The 
quality and the authoritativeness of 24ORE System media portfolio, together 
with the ability to offer exclusive supports, projects and creativity are the 
strengths of an innovative and constantly evolving communication offer.



Il Sole 24 OREIl sole 24 Ore

IL QUOTIDIANODAILY NEWSPAPER

Since 1865 Il Sole 24 Ore is the daily
newspaper of the Italian economy. It is
inspired by three basic principles:
specialization, synthesis, selection, to explain
a changing and increasingly complex reality
to a high-profile and increasingly demanding
audience.



THE PUBLISHING QUALITY

Sources: Infosfera 2019

In 2018 Il Sole 24 ORE has been recognized first daily newspaper for 
credibility by the readers. (Source: «Digital News Report 2018» realized
by the Reuters Institute for the Study of Journalism).

The readers recognize Il Sole 24 Ore as a complete, very reliable and 
authoritative working tool, well more than the average
of competitor newspapers.

Il Sole 24 Ore is a newspaper to read and analyze carefully to make 
the most of it, as evidenced by the time that readers dedicate to 
consultation, greater than the average of competitors.



713,000

AVERAGE DAILY READERS

149,565

TOTAL CIRCULATION
PRINT + DIGITAL

80,124

DIGITAL COPIES 
CIRCULATION

IL SOLE 24 ORE OCCUPIES 
THE 4th POSITION FOR 
CIRCULATION IN THE 
PANORAMA OF DAILY 

PRESS *,
AND IT IS LEADER IN 

DIGITAL COPIES

HIGH LOYALTY AT THE BRAND
% subscriptions on total circulation

67% 26%

ILSOLE24ORE

24%

DAILY A DAILY B

FEATURES

(*) net copies of sports newspapers on Monday
Sources: Audipress 2019.2 Print and / or replication (absolute values) ADS May 2019.

Daily A and Daily B: competitor with the highest circulation



36% 64% 43%

GENDER DEGREE

14/24 25/44 45/54 55/64 >64

AGE

7%     34%    27%   20%   13%   

NORTH
WEST

NORTH
EAST

CENTRE SOUTH 
AND 

ISLANDS

GEOGRAPHICAL AREAS

33%     21%     23%     24%

A QUALIFIED TARGET

553 272

ILSOLE24ORE

42%

HIGH CONCENTRATION OF 
TARGET BUSINESS READERS
(ENTREPRENEURS / EXECUTIVES / FREELANCERS)

260

ILSOLE24ORE DAILY A DAILY B

Source: Audipress 2019.2 Print and / or replication (% composition and concentration indices)
Daily A and Daily B: competitor with the highest circulation



72% 64%

ADULT 
EXCLUSIVE 
READERS

EXCLUSIVE READERS HIGH PROFILE (%)

179,000 321,000

AN EXCLUSIVE TARGET

HIGH CONCENTRATION OF 
EXCLUSIVE READERS VS 
COMPETITORS
(VS DAILY. A AND DAILY. B)

67%

476,000

43%     37%    47%

40%     24%    50%

44%     36%    49%

ADULTS

UPPER CLASS / MEDIUM SUPERIOR

ENTREPREN./EXEC./FREELANCERS

INCOME  > 3.250€

EXCLUSIVE FOR TARGET(%)

Source: Audipress 2019.2 Print and / or replication (absolute values, % composition)
Daily A and Daily B: competitor with the highest circulation



A QUALITY TARGET

Sources: Infosfera 2019. Concenctration indices

Audipress 2019.2 Paper and/or replication (% composition)

Sinottica TSSP 2019A (affinity index)

Il Sole 24 Ore readers are C level, they are decision makers (174) 
and responsible for corporate acquisitions also in the 
international arena.

33% of Il Sole 24 Ore readers is in the over 55 age group,
the one with the highest spending and investment capacity.

Even in family, the readers of Il Sole 24 Ore are mainly 
responsible for the most important purchases (High Tech 162, 
cars 141) and for investment choices (146).

Il Sole 24 Ore readers are reliable influencers for their 
friends and acquaintances regarding purchases in numerous 
product sectors (insurance / financial products 196, pc 181, 
travel / holidays 154)



Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Monday

FIRST SECTION

Themes
Economia e 

Imprese

Economia e 

Imprese

Economia e 

Imprese

Economia e 

Imprese

Economia e 

Imprese

Primo Piano 

Eco e Fin

.casa
Finanza e Mercati Finanza e Mercati Finanza e Mercati Finanza e Mercati Finanza e Mercati Inchieste

.professioni .salute .lavoro nova.tech .moda .marketing .lifestyle

Norme e Tributi Norme e Tributi Norme e Tributi Norme e Tributi Norme e Tributi Norme e Tributi Nova

SECOND 
SECTION

Esperto Risponde

+ Guida Rapida
Plus 24 Domenica

SUPPLEMENTS Special Reports Instant/Tabloid

THE NEWSPAPER 
FOR 

PROFESSIONALS

THE NEWSPAPER 
FOR COMPANIES 

AND EXPORT

THE NEWSPAPER 
FOR THE WORLD OF 

WORK

THE NEWSPAPER FOR 
TECHNOLOGY

THE NEWSPAPER 
FOR MEDIA AND FOR 

MOTORS

THE NEWSPAPER 
FOR LUXURY

THE NEWSPAPER 
FOR LIFESTYLE

PRESS SCHEDULE



ECONOMIA E IMPRESE

Economia e Imprese is the section of Il Sole 24 
ORE dedicated to the real economy and to all its 
sectors of activity, with particular regard to its 
protagonists:

 Business stories
 Transformations of the productive sectors
 Innovation
 Work
 Training

The story of the numbers and of the 
conjunctures through which the new economic 
trends of the country can be read and 
interpreted.

Economy and Enterprises



FINANZA & MERCATI

Finanza e Mercati offers a selection of the main
events of the day and the most significant trends
in the markets, from global macroeconomic
trends to Italian small caps.

News, in-depth analysis, analysis, interviews,
surveys that offer an overview of everything that
is relevant to a public of readers ranging from
professionals to savers.

Along with an eye on Italy, there is a fixed space
for International finance, regulatory issues, the
bond market and commodity markets.

A series of thematic pages (from start-ups to
finance for companies) makes it possible to
further explore some particularly significant
strands for readers of Il Sole 24 ORE.

Finance & Markets



NORME E TRIBUTI

Norme e Tributi focuses on the evolution of
Italian and European laws. In terms of tax, work,
justice, public administration and economic law.
Without forgetting the condominium, the house,
the school and the incentives.

All looking at the new laws but also the
administrative circulars and judgments of Italian
and European judges.

The main target of the section are professionals,
but not only: the in-depth analysis of Norme e
Tributi also looks at entrepreneurs, lawyers
working for businesses, public administration
officials and all those who have to deal with
normative interpretation for work.

Legislation and tax law



SUPPLEMENTS

L’ESPERTO RISPONDE
The Expert’s reply

Every Monday a new insert will be on sale and it will dissolve all 
the doubts of citizens and professionals on pensions, 

condominiums, tax deductions, VAT, local taxes and 
employment, just to mention some of the most popular items.

L’Esperto Risponde solves the concrete cases and becomes a 
unique and invaluable database to deal with all similar cases.

Each week, Guida Rapida is dedicated to a topic of great impact 
on citizens and professionals that can cover taxes and bonuses, 

housework, condominiums, rentals, fines, inheritances, 
pensions, energy and services, work and welfare. Clarity, 

synthesis and speed of reading are its strengths.



Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

IN-DEPTH

Every day Il Sole 24 Ore offers an in-depth section 
dedicated to the most relevant topics for economic and 
productive activities

.Salute



REPORTS

Rapporti24 Impresa are targeted analyzes and
journalistic surveys on the industrial world,
telling the evolution of the most strategic
sectors of the Italian economy, the trends and
strategies of the companies that are part of it,
the challenges and the news of the market.

Rapporti24 Territori provide a broad and in-
depth analysis of the territories and analyze
the challenges, the markets and the
characters of our economy.
Characterized by the quality of the contents
and prestigious journalists, the reports enrich
the Tuesday's offer and enable the readers to
deepen the contents on the dedicated online
section, in which multimedia insights, video
interviews and more are published.



Source: elaboration on ADS features – May 2019

Lombardy (Lombardy) 
Print run (paper) 26.500 copies + total digital circulation
Italy (not distributable by area) of 80,124 copies

North West (Piemonte; Liguria; Valle d'Aosta)
Print run (paper) 11.300 copie + total digital circulation
Italy (not distributable by area) of 80,124 copies

North East
(Veneto; Trentino; Friuli)
Tiratura (carta) 14.500 copie + total digital circulation
Italy (not distributable by area) of 80,124 copies

Centre (Emilia; Toscana; Lazio; Marche; Umbria; 
Abruzzo; Molise)
Print run (paper) 35.800 copie +total digital 
circulation Italy (not distributable by area) of 80,124 
copies

South (Campania; Puglia; Calabria;  Basilicata; Sicilia; 
Sardegna)
Print run (paper) 14.500 copie + total digital circulation
Italy (not distributable by area) of 80,124 copies

CIRCULATION
They are a weekly supplement to Il Sole 24 ORE, on 
newsstands every Friday, with a monthly schedule 
covering 5 geographical areas.
Every Friday, attached to the newspaper, they talk about 
the economy of the territory, its economic evolution but 
also 

the deep trends linked to the channels of the new local 
development with particular attention to the big 
stakeholders (companies, banks, public actors linked to 
development projects).
Particular attention is paid to innovation and frontier 
projects in new technologies. The publication also 
contains the portraits of the protagonists of the local 
economy.
The inserts offer a context in which to give voice to the 
protagonists and emerging companies, their strategies 
and requests to be able to create a system and continue 
to grow.

THE DAILY - LOCAL SECTIONS



DOSSIER NORME E TRIBUTI

For three Wednesday a month, the daily
publishes special in-depth reports related to
current issues of particular relevance, not only
professional but also referring to the private
sphere of readers: home, pensions, tax, etc.

Once a month, however, the focus become a
section of the newspaper, increasing its number
of pages taking the format of instant book cm 27 x
18 in pink paper. These investigations are aimed at
an extended public of families and of savers. The
setting is popular and generalist with a practical
and topical cut.

After publication they find a declination on the site in e-book version.



In the weekend, the offer is enriched with additional 
supplements dedicated to asset management and to 

the world of lifestyle and leisure.

SATURDAY

Plus24, the magazine about “Savings”, is the indispensable tool for 
savers and for savings professionals (consultants, promoters, etc.)

Every Saturday Plus24 provides the readers a weekly reference point 
for personal savings and finance, through surveys, in-depth analyzes, 
focus and tables, it helps families and investors in evaluating the best 

ways for managing their economic resources.

SUPPLEMENTS

PLUS24



SUPPLEMENTS

DOMENICA (Sunday)

.lifestyle, is the section that takes the reader into a world where 
the key point of interest is the quality of life. Travel and food, 

discoveries of good living, design and architecture in a reading 
experience that brings us closer to everything that helps us to 

live better.
.

On Sunday it also returns Nòva with a different perspective to 
the future, telling the innovation and the new horizons that 

technology can open up to us and Sports & Business.

Last but not least, Domenica section is on Sunday, it is the 
cultural insert with insights on art, literature, science, 

philosophy, religion, cinema, theater, design, travel, leisure.



IL SOLE 24 ORE APP
AN UNICUM IN THE ITALIAN MARKET 
In one place the readers can find the richness of 
the daily in .pdf version together with the 
updating news and multimedia of 
ilsole24ore.com

DIGITAL VERSION

Il Sole 24 Ore is also digital, with the 
Ilsole24ore.com website that deepens and broadens 
in real time the content offer of the newspaper in a 
desktop and mobile version.



MAGAZINES

The Italian edition of How To Spend It is the
reference point of luxury and lifestyle. A “visual”
magazine centered on aesthetics, "to be looked
at" that focuses on the world of excellence and
beauty at 360-degrees, introducing new themes
compared to the English version of the Financial
Times.

Aimed at a very high quality target, IL stimulates
the reader by telling reality through an always
original cut and a language and a transversality
of unique contents within the publishing. Great
international signatures and young Italian writers
collaborate to make IL a magazine that
accompanies the reader in his free time, selecting
trends, cultural consumption and experiences to
live.

The Friday offer is completed and further enriched by the magazines of 
Il  Sole 24 Ore.



COMMUNICATION 
OPPORTUNITIES

Get a modern PowerPoint  
Presentation that is 

beautifully designed. ADV FORMATS

TRADITIONAL ADVERTISING FOR A PLANNING IN MORE FORMATS AND 
IN CONTEXT POSITIONING



DISPLAY ADV. AVAILABLE FORMATS.

SINTESI

SPECIALIZZAZIONE

SELEZIONE

PAGE HALF PGE JUNIOR PAGE



SINTESI

SPECIALIZZAZIONE

SELEZIONE

QUARTER FOOT

DISPLAY ADV. AVAILABLE FORMATS.



SINTESI SELEZIONE

FRONT PAGE SECTION FRONT PAGE THEMATIC FRONT PAGE

DISPLAY ADV. AVAILABLE FORMATS.



READ ABOUT

An original Brand Connect format that allows the reader
to find, even within the display adv, interesting
information in a «Sole24ORE» language. An explosion of
content created by the Media Factory of 24ORE Group
and integrated into an impact visual suitable for the host
section.

ADVERTORIAL

The advertorial is a tool of communication much
appreciated by companies that want to promote
themselves. It is presented as an advertising information
shown and similarly written to a normal article of the
newspaper. The customer provides texts and photos
necessary for the realization of the articles themselves.

DOSSIER

The editorial dossier are created by the most expert
journalists of Il Sole 24ORE, this to guarantee the
quality and authoritativeness of the product.
The issues will be shared with the client but the
information and current relevance will be guaranteed
by the autonomy of the editorial staff of Sole 24 ORE.

A real editorial content 
through which to tell and 
represent the values of 
the brand

BRANDED
CONTENT



MULTIMEDIA 
ENRICHMENT

Get a modern PowerPoint  
Presentation that is 

beautifully designed. Multimedia enrichment is activated when the newspaper is viewed through the 
application of SFOGLIO of Il Sole 24 ORE.
The multimedia element, which enriches the print creativity, will consist of a reference to 
the customer page (native, landing page, institutional website).
All "enriched" adv are characterized by a red icon that signals the presence of other 
content visible after TAP or click.



“
PIETRO GRASSO

A modern country can not do without 
quality economic information such as 
that assured by the journalists of
Il Sole 24 Ore and Radio24.
Work, savings, innovation, taxation, 
social security are issues on which the 
institutions, the Parliament in the first 
place, are continuously called to make 
choices, to make decisions. In this 
context, economic information is a 
necessary daily support.



“
FEDELE CONFALONIERI

Accurate and built every day by 
competent journalists: Il Sole 24 ORE 
is a daily newspaper useful for the 
life of companies and the ruling class 
of the country.



“
PIER CARLO PADOAN

I have always appreciated Il Sole 24 
Ore for the authoritativeness of the 
contributions that are hosted there. But 
I have always been struck above all by 
the competence with which editors 
deal with complicated subjects, difficult 
to deal with if the writer does not have 
adequate technical knowledge. Even 
the criticisms of the government are 
always arguing on the merits and never 
based on prejudices. A newspaper that 
is a heritage of the country.



“
ANTONIO TAJANI

I think Il Sole 24 Ore plays a 
fundamental role in analyzing and 
explaining economic news in Italy and 
abroad. Its diffusion in Brussels - our 
second capital - is particularly 
important. The authoritative voice of 
this newspaper is a point of reference 
for understanding what Italy's interests 
are in Europe. From this point of view, Il 
Sole 24 Ore is also a strategic element 
of our country system in Brussels.


